
Vy  0:00   
My name is Vy. I'm from Belgium. And I have a background in engineering and art. 
 
Eunbi  0:07   
My name is Eunbi and I came from South Korea. And my BA was graphic 
Communication Design. And after my graduation, I have been working in the IT 
industry for six years. And so I want you to come to another... go to another country 
like, European country and study. 
 
Vy  0:29   
Did you visit other European cities actually, before coming here? 
 
Eunbi  0:35   
Only London, London, because I was in the company which is very, very, like .... 
very office. And I needed some kind of artistic atmosphere. 
 
Vy  0:50   
Yeah, I see. 
 
Academic Support  0:53   
What do you wish that you'd known before arriving here, 
 
Vy  1:00   
Know that you should do it yourself, like know that there's a lot of pushing to do by 
yourself. Because this is such a multidisciplinary course also means that it's a lot of 
people who have knowledge that you don't, but that you also have knowledge that 
they don't have. So, the courses will maybe already cover grounds that you have 
already seen or go in places that you have never heard about before. That kind of 
means that well, there's book to be read, there's conversations to be had. There is 
more to be learned, aside from the course. It can feel really overwhelming at some 
point, like you can feel really lost. I mean, at least I felt really does at some point. But 
I think, in the end, there's always there is really a lot to learn here. I constantly say 
what I would have wanted to know before except from knowing that the thing that 
they described on paper, but it never is, and you always have to know that you need 
to push kind of. 
 
Eunbi  1:56   
And before I come here, my most concern was the... after the graduation, what I can 
do after the graduation, what alumnii's are doing after this course graduate. But I 
wasn't able to find any information about that. 
 
Vy  2:15   
Could you find some? 
 
Eunbi  2:18   
Yes, I've found a some like, like and who's working the Ideo. Yeah. I found some, but 
it wasn't easy. But I really liked the curriculum. And the purpose of this course, yes, 
that's why I chose this. 
 
Vy  2:40   



It took me a while to adjust. Because people have their different methods. They have 
their different tools as well. Like I've noticed a lot of people using InDesign for doing 
PowerPoints and I didn't know we could do that. Are you really like keeping notes in 
a certain way, like in a very visual way that I never used before. And I don't know like 
other terms, I can't even remember it ....switches of colours. 
 
Eunbi  3:08   
I can imagine the quite the opposite. The engineer and the designers the mindsets 
are quite different. Totally different, I think. 
 
 


